Introduction
Let h ~ Z[X1,..., X, ] be an arbitrary polynomial. In the present paper a subexponentialtime algorithm is described for testing solvability in the space R" of a system of inequalities A-> 0,... ,A,---0, A,+I> 0,... ,A>0,
where f~ = Pi (e h(xl ..... x,,), X1,..., X,) and the polynomials Pt a Z[ U, X~,..., X,] for all 1 ---i <--k (of course it is sufficient to consider the case h --X~). Expressions of the form f~ we shall call E-polynomials. This problem is a generalization of the problem of deciding consistency of systems of polynomial inequalities, which was studied by Tarski (1951) , Collins (1975) , Wfithrich (1976) , Grigor'ev & Vorobjov (1988) , Renegar (1988) . Note, that the algorithms from Collins (1975) and Wiithrich (1976) have exponential complexity, while the procedure from Grigor'ev & Vorobjov (1988) is subexponential. The proposed result can be considered also as a contribution to the solution of Tarski's decidability problem concerning the first order theory of reals with exponential (Tarski, 1951) . A rational function g EQ(YI ..... Ys) can be represented as g=gJg2 where the polynomials g~, g2 e Z[ Y~,..., Y.,] are relatively prime. Denote by l(g) the maximum bit lengths of the integer coefficients of the polynomials gt, g2. Throughout this paper we suppose that the following inequalities are valid: degv.xt ..... x,,(Pi), degx ....
.. x,,(h)<d; l(Pt),l(h)<-M; l<-i<-k.
(
We estimate the size of system (1) by the value ~---Mkd". (Cf. Grigor'ev & Vorobjov, 1988) .
We use the notation h~---~(h2 .... , h,) for functions h~,..., ht>0 to mean that, for suitable natural numbers p, q, the inequality ht -<p" (h2 9 ... 9 ht) q is true.
The running time of the algorithms for solving systems of polynomial inequalities from Collins (1975) and Wiithrich (1976) 
is bounded by ~(M, (kd)2~
Algorithms from Grigor'ev & Vorobjov (1988) and Renegar (1988) 
have the complexity ~(M, (kd)").
In section 3 a "non-standard" version of the notion "connected component" is described and a subexponential-time algorithm is proposed for finding each of them.
In section 4 the detailed description of the main algorithm is given. We conclude by estimating its running time.
Irreducible Components of Exponential Varieties
A subset in R" is called semi-algebraic if it consists of all points from R" satisfying some quantifier-free formula II with the atomic subformulas of the form (g >--0), where g ~ R[X~ ..... X,,]. We shall denote this set by {II} c R". Analogous notation we shall use for subsets of points in R" satisfying formulas with atomic subformulas of the form (f--0) where f = P.c(e h(X ...... X.), X1, .. 9 X, ) ; Py, h ~ Q [ U,..., X, ] is an E-polynomial. The set {f= 0} is called E-variety, the coefficients of Pf and h are called the coefficients of the E-polynomial fi Note, that the complements of E-varieties for all E-polynomials form a topology in R", which is analogous to the Zariski topology. It is really a topology because the system of equations {f~ = 01 ~ ~ 0t}, where O is an arbitrary set of indices is equivalent (in the obvious sense) to the system of equations {P/ =0lo~e0t}, U=e h, which in turn, is equivalent, according to Hilbert's Basis Theorem, to a finite system G1 .....
Gm= O, U = e h where Gi e Q[ U, X1,..., X,]. Thus, the set of roots of the initial system {f,~ I s E ~} coincides with the set of roots of equation (Gl(e h,X1,...,X.))2+ "" "+ (Gm(e h, X1, ..., X.) )2=O.
In the described topological space one can introduce in the ordinary way the notions of irreducible set (in particular, irreducible E-variety) and of the dimension of E-variety (see e.g. Hartshome, 1977) . Namely, a non-empty E-variety V is called irreducible if it cannot be represented as a union V = V1 u V2 of two proper E-varieties V1 and V2. Note, that in this definition E-varieties V~ and V2 are defined by E-polynomials with coefficients from the field Q.
We shall call a natural number p_ 0 the real dimension dima(V) of the E-variety Vc R" iff the linear projection of V on some p-dimensional coordinate subspace is dense somewhere and a projection on any (p+ 1)-dimensional coordinate subspace is dense nowhere.
Let us call the greatest of all numbers p, such that there exists a sequence V1 = V2 = ' 9 9 = Vp+~ of different irreducible E-subvarieties of the E-variety V, the formal dimension dim(V) of the E-variety V.
LEMMA 1. The space ~" with the introduced topology is Noetherian i.e. for any sequence of E-varieties R" ~ V1 ~ V2 ~ " " " there exists a natural number k, such that Vk = Vk+l ....
PROOF. Consider the sequence of E-varieties in R": {f~ = 0) D {f2= 0} ~. 9 where is an E-polynomial (i-1).
For any i~l the inclusion {P~=0&U---eh) = {Pj~+~ = 0 & U = e h} is valid.
Let us construct by induction polynomials gj ~ Q[Xt,..., X,] (i~ 1). Let g~ = P~, g~+~---g~+/~+, (i_>1). Then for i->l the equality {Pj;=0& U=eh}=(gf=0& U=e ) and the inclusion {g~ = 0} = {g~+t = 0) are true. It is well known (see e.g. Hartshorne, 1977) that there exists a number k such that The lemma is proved.
COROLLARY. In the space R ~ with the introduced topology every non-empty E-variety V can be uniquely (up to permutation) represented as a finite union V=~.J~i~k Vi, where all Vl are irreducible E-varieties and Vt ;~ Vj for i # j.
PROOF. This follows from Noetherianity of R" (see e.g. Hartshome, 1977) . In this case the E-varieties V~ (1 < i < k) are called irreducible components of E-variety V.
REAL AND FORMAL DIMENSIONS
Now we shall study the correspondence between the dimensions dim(V) and dima(V) of E-variety V.
It is well known that for any polynomial P a Q[X~,..., X, ] the equality dima({P = 0}) = dim({P = 0}) is valid (see e.g. BrScker & Lander, 1975, ch. 12) . For E-polynomials we can only prove the following two lemmas.
LEMMA 2. For every E-polynomial f the inequality dima({f= 0}) -dim({f= 0}) is true.
PROOF. Let dima({f= 0})= p. Then, according to the definition of real dimension, there is p-dimensional coordinate subspace L (having, for definiteness, coordinates X~,..., Xp) such that the projection vr({f= 0}) of the set {f=O} is dense somewhere in L. Here vr:R"->R p denotes the operation of linear projection, defined by the formula vr(X1, .... X,) = (X1,..., X,). Besides, there exists a number 0 < r a R such that the projection vr({f= 0} n ~o(r)) is dense somewhere in L (we shall denote by ~, (b) , where a a R z and 0 < b ~ R the/-dimensional closed ball with radius b and centre a). Therefore, there is a rational point x= (xt,..., %) ~ (Lc~Q v) and a number 0< r~ ~, such that the p-dimensional ball ~(rl) ~ ~({f= 0} c~ ~o(r)).
~(i) x. ~_~(i) (1--< There exists a finite set of linear polynomials l~=aClOXl+ 9 , . +.p .."-p--,~v+l i<--P) such that aJ ') E Q, 1 <--j --p + 1, x = {I1 = 12 ..... Ip = 0} and dimn({l~ ..... /j = 0} c~ L) =
p-/ (l<-/<p).
According to the corollary to Lemma 1, the set ~x(r~) is the union of finite number So of compact sets W~~ ~(rl) (l<j-< so), where every set W~ ~ is the image under the projection ~r on L of the intersection of some irreducible component V~ ~ of the E-variety {f= 0} with the ball ~o(r), while every set W}~ ~(rl) contains a (Euclidean) open set in the subspace L. Denote the family of sets WJ ~ c~ ~(rl) (1 <-j -< so) by So.
Define by induction finite families of sets St,... , S, = {x}. Suppose that the family of sets Sk(O < k <p) is constructed, such that the union of its elements coincides with the intersection ~(r~) n {l~ ..... Let S~ = {W)~) n ~x(rl), 9 9 9 W)~) r~ ~x(r,)}. Pick out from the irreducible components
that the intersection of the projection *r(VJk+~)n ~o(r))= Wj ~k+') with the ball ~,, (rl) contains an open set in the affine space {11 ..... Ik+l = 0} n L. Assume that Sk+l = { w~k+') n ~x(rl), w(~+, n ~x(r])}.
. . * , "" Sk+ 1
Now for a certain sequence of indices io, il,..., ip, where l</j<--p, l<-j<-p the inclusions {f = 0} = v~P) ~ vO) ~... = V cp) _,o _~, ~ are true. So all E-varieties V~j are different and irreducible. The lemma is proved. LEMMA 3. For every E-polynomial f, such that dim~({f = 0}) = n -1 and Pf (1, xl , . . . , x, ) 0 if h(x~,..., x,) = O, the equality dim({f = 0}) = n -1 is valid.
PROOE. According to Lemma 2, it is sufficient to prove the inequality dim({f = 0}) -n -1. Suppose on the contrary that dirn({f = 0})> n-1. Then there exists the sequence of different irreducible E-varieties {fl = 0} =... = {f, = 0}, where {~ = 0} = {f = 0) ,--R" and s>n.
Denote P~ = P~. Let us prove by induction the existence of a sequence of different irreducible algebraic varieties {01=0}~{02=0}c'"~{Q,=0}, where Qi ~ Q[ U, X1,..., X,], 1 ~ i <-s, such that { Qt(e h, X1, .. 9 X,) = 0} = {f = 0}. The base of induction: there exists an irreducible component { Q~ = 0} of the variety {P~ = 0} such that {Q~(e h, Xl,..., X,) =0} ={f~ =0}, otherwise the E-variety {f~ =0} would be reducible. Let the existence of a sequence {Q~+~ =0}c... ={Q~ =0} be proved. Then {P,(e h, X, .... , X,) = Q,+,(e h, x,,..., X,) =0} ={f =0}.
There exists an irreducible component {Q~ = O} of {P~ = Q~+I = O} such that {Qt(e h, X~,..., X,) = 0} = {f = 0}, otherwise the E.variety {f = O} would be reducible. Thus, the existence of the sequence is proved.
By the assumption, s >--n + 1, so that according to the inequality dim(Q,) ~ n + 1 (see above) the variety {Q~ = O} = R "+1 has the maximum possible dimension dim({Q~ = 0}) = n, Therefore dimR({Q1 = 0})=dim({Q1 =0})=0, i.e. the variety {Ql = 0} consists of finite number of points with coordinates from the field Q of real algebraic numbers. Then the E-variety W~-{Q~=0 & U~---e h} also consists of finite number of points, belonging to ~,+1. Thus, for any point (u,x~,...,x,) e W firstly u, xj~Q (l<j<n) and secondly, u = e h(x~ ...... ,). This is possible, according to Lindeman's theorem, only when u = 1, h(x~,..., x,) = 0. We have obtained a contradiction with the assumed restriction on the E-polynomial f The lemma is proved.
THE NUMBER OF IRREDUCIBLE COMPONENTS
For every set D = ~" there existsthe unique set/) ~ {G = 0}= ~,+1 such that ,r(L3) = D, where G-~ U-e h. The operation will be used in the following lemma. Pyk_, = 0}c C n+l, containing Q, the complex dimension dime(Qc) = n -k + 2; (4) dima(U n {g = 0}) = dim(U n {g = 0}) = n -k -1 and U n {g = h = 0} = ~. 
Then PYk vanishes on W (i.e. W = Q) and therefore Psk vanishes also on U c W. It follows that the E-polynomial fk vanishes on U and, according to (1), dima(U) = dim(U) = n -k + 1, whichcontradicts (2). Suppose, on the other hand, that direR(W) < n-k + 1. Then, since W ~ U, the algebraic variety coincides with E-variety 1~1 on the set which has the same dimension as the variety. Therefore the E-polynomial G vanishes at some point x ~ W n Q~+~, this contradicts Lindeman's theorem. It follows that dima(W)= n-k+ 1.
The component Wc ~" Qc for some irreducible (over C) component Qc of {es, ..... es _, = o} c for which, according to (3) , dimc(Qc) = n -k+2. Suppose that dime(We) = n -k+2.
Then PSk vanishes on Wc and therefore also on W which contradicts the already proved proposition that dimn(W) = n -k+l. So (a) is proved. Let us now prove (b) . Denote by ~r the family of all irreducible components W of {PA ..... Pfk = 0} such that W ~ U for a certain U c q/. By (a), the dimension dima(W) = n-k+l.
Let us prove that the number of irreducible components of E-variety A, having real dimension n -k-1, is less than or equal to the number of irreducible components of real algebraic variety B = U { W ~ ~/r n {P~ = 0}.
Note that if U0 is an irreducible component of E-variety A then t~aere exists an irreducible component Vo of B such that U0 c Vo (indeed U0 ~ U for a component U e q/, in its turn U c W for some W ~ ~r, therefore l~Io ~-B).
Suppose that there is an irreducible component V of B such that I~l~ ~ V, I~12 c V where U1, U: are distinct irreducible components of A and direR(U~) = dimR(U2) = n -k -1.
Let q~, q2 be E-polynomials such that U~ = {q~ = 0} and U2 = {q2 = 0}. Suppose that dima(V) = dim(V) -n -k+ 1. Since direR(W) = dim(W) = n -k+ 1 for every W ~ ~v', the polynomial Ps vanishes on V, so that V appears to be an irreducible component of the variety U {We ~4P} (i.e. V coincides with a certain We ~g/'). Since 01 = V, the polynomial Pg vanishes on 01 this contradicts the condition direR(01)= n-k-1.
Suppose now that dimR(V) = n -/~ Here two cases are possible: either
(the dimension cannot be less because dimn(01) = n -k -1 and l~I 1 c ( V n (Pq, = 0~)). In the first case Vc {Pq, = 0} since V is irreducible, this contradicts the condition U1 ~U2. In the second ease the E-variety 01 c ( V n {Pq~ = 0}) coincides with the algebraic variety Vn{Pq=O} on the set which has the same dimension as the variety. Therefore the E-polynomial G vanishes at some point x e V n {Pq~ = 0}c~ ~,+1, this contradicts Lindeman's theorem. Suppose that direR(V) = n -k-1. Then the E-variety 01 coincides with the algebraic variety V on the set which has the same dimension as V (since V is irreducible). Therefore there exists a point x ~ Vn Q"+~ such that x ~ (G= 0}--which contradicts Lindeman's theorem.
Note, finally, that dima(V) >-n -k -1 since V ~ 01. It follows that the variety V, having the requested properties, does not exist. Therefore the number of irreducible components of E-variety A, having the real dimension n-k-1 is less than or equal to the number of irreducible components of the real algebraic variety B each of which contains the set of the kind 0 where U is an irreducible component of A and dimn(U) = n -k-1. Let us estimate the latter number.
By ( The dimension dimc(Vc) -< n -k + 1. Suppose that dimc(Vc) = n -k + 1. Then, since dime(Wc) = n -k + 1, polynomial Ps vanishes on Vc and, in particular, on V~. Therefore E-polynomial g vanishes on a component U of A such that U: V1, this contradicts the condition dimR(U) = n -k-1.
It follows that dimc(Vc) = n -k. Let V~ = {8~ = 0}, V2 = {~2 = 0} c R n+~ for some polynomials 8~, 82~ Q[U, X1, ..., X,]. Let V1 = Vc c~ {8~ --0} ~-C "+1 Denote by 17' 1 an irreducible (over C) component of 17~ which contains V1 (it is clear that such a component
coincides with the algebraic variety V1 on the set which has the same dimension as V~, this contradicts Lindeman's theorem. Therefore, dimR(V~)=n-k. It follows that dimc(~1) = n -k and thus 17"~ = Vc, this contradicts the condition 171 ~ Vz.
It follows that a component Vc with the requested properties does not exist. Thus, the desired bound coincides with the number of irreducible components of the variety Bc. Let us estimate this number.
Recall that Be = Wc n {Pg = 0} where Wc is the union of some irreducible over C with z e {q = 0} are situated on the (n-1)-dimensional sphere S c R with unit radius and the centre at the origin. Denote by Kq ~ {q = 0} the set of all critical values of the mapping ~q: {q = 0} --> S, i.e. of all points of the set {q = 0} at which a Jacobi matrix of is singular. Note, that Kq coincides with the set of all points of the hypersurface {q = 0} at which its Gaussian curvature (Thorpe, 1979) vanishes.
LEMMA 5. (Milnor, 1964) 
where Y= ( YI,..., Y,) is the vector of variables. Then the point
PROOF is trivial.
Since critical values of the smooth mapping ~ are invariant relative to non-degenerative linear change of coordinates (Milnor, 1964) , the following proposition is true. If af/aXl(x) # 0 for a certain point x ~ {f= 0} then ~(x) 9 K r (the image of the set of points of E-variety in which its Gaussian curvature vanishes under the non-degenerate linear mapping ~(x)) coincides with Ky,) (the set {f(~-~(x). Y)= 0} with vanishing curvature).
Let us introduce the matrix of points of hypersurface {f(~)=0}=
/ oi! i
where X = (X1, 9 9 X,) and the function
[..[02T(.,I~-I(X).
The function g~(X) can be represented in the form g2/g3, where g2, g3 are E-polynomials and the polynomials Ps,, P~e Q[U, X~ .... , X,] are relatively prime.
According to Lemma 6, for every point x c ({f = O}\{of/dX~ = 0}) and functionf(2)(Y) = f((~ (x)) -1 . Y), the point ~(x). x satisfies the system of equations
Besides, by virtue of Lemma 5, the inclusion x ~ K/ (or, equivalently, the inclusion ~(x). x ~ d~(x). KS = Kr holds iff the Jacobian of the system (3) vanishes at the point ~(x). x, i.e. iff of(2) g~(x) .-~-~ (#t(x). x) = g~(x) = o. (1, xl,.. ., x,) ~ 0 if h(xl,..., x,) = 0 and {f= 0} c ~0(r) for some 0 < r ~ ff~. Let A be a connected component of {f = 0}. Then there exists an irreducible component U of {f = 0} such that dima(U n {gy = 0}) < n -1 and dimn(A n U) = n -1.
PROOF. Note that all irreducible components of{f= 0} have real dimension n -1. Denote by ~a the family of all components U of {f= 0} such that dima(U n A) = n -1.
Suppose that for every irreducible component U c q/A is valid: dims(Us {g:e = 0})= n -1. Then formal dimension dim(U n {gy = 0}) = n -1 i.e. gy vanishes on U (U ~ q/A} (and therefore on A) thus ~(A c~ {gy = 0}) = S since A is smooth and bounded (see [17] ).
According to Sard's theorem the set ~(Kr and, moreover, the set has measure zero in S. Besides it is obvious that ~({f=Of/oX~ = 0}) has measure zero in S. Therefore also of measure zero in S is the set = ~({f = gz = 0}).
The obtained contradiction proves the lemma. where PROOF. Induction on 1--< i<-n. The base of induction (with i=1), asserting that A~ {gf g 0} ~ 0, is true since otherwise fg({f = gl = 0}) = S (cf. the proof of Lemma 7). Assume that the lemma is proved in the cases i <-k. Hence there exists a family 0//~k~ Of irreducible components of the E-variety {f .....
(af/OXk) 2 --7k/NnA --0} such that q/fk~# 0, the number of elements [~(k) [< N/2, for every component U(k)e q/~k) the equalities are true:
and dimR(U Ck} ~ {gf = 0}) < n -k We also suppose that ~(A ~ t..J {U (k~ e ~(k~}) Finally, we assume that for every U ~k) e ~d Ck) and irreducible component of 
(for 1--< i--< k) and gf as g. Therefore by item (b) of this lemma the number of irreducible components of the E-variety (LJ {U(k)}n {gy=0}) having real dimension n-k-1 is less than N/2.
Consequently for a certain 1-< ~o < N 2 where v~0~Z, every irreducible component U(~)~ q/Ok) and every irreducible component W ok) of the E-variety (U {U t~)} c~ {g = 0}) such that dima( W c~)) = n -k -1, the inequalities
. It is obvious that the real dimension of set on the right is n -k -1 (since A is a compact hypersurface), therefore
It follows (Hirsch, 1976 ) that the real dimension of the pre-image is not less than n -k -1 so that
Denote by ~ the family of all irreducible components UCk+~) of the E-variety
(and therefore dim(U (k+l)) = n-k-1). The equality
is valid since for every irreducible component U' of
such that dima(A c~ U') < n -k-1 the dimension dima(~(A n U')) < n -k -1. According to the choice of "/k+a inequalities dima(U (k+l) c~ {gy = 0}) ~ n -k-2< n -k-1 are valid. PROOF. Apply Lemma 8 to the E-polynomial f and to the connected component A of the set {f= 0}. There exist numbers 1-< Y2,..., 3',-< N 2 such that y~ = (y:)2 for integers 3'I (2 -< i-n) and there exists a point xeAc~ f= ~ --~nh=. 
Now apply Lemma 4 to the E-polynomials (of/oXi):-(TI/Nn

\OX.] -~n A=O
KfW
Denote by T2 some finite representative set for semi-algebraic set
Let Aa, . .., A~ be all connected components (in Euclidean topology) of the semi-algebraic
Then the system of inequalities (4) is consistent iff the E.polynomial G changes sign on one of the finite sets ~ (l~j___ r).
PROOF. The sufficiency in the assertion of the lemma is obvious since {/71 ..... F~ = /-/1. 9 9 9 H,, = 0} = ~3. Let us prove the necessity.
Let the system (4) be consistent. Then consistent is the system Hi> 0,..., H,, > 0, PP~ .....
Pv, = P~+~ = P~+2 = G = 0 and therefore, the system H1 --> 0,..., H,, >---0, PF1 = .... P~+2 = G = 0. By a straightforward computation one can prove that the Jacobian Jl of the system of equations (5) does not vanish at each of its roots. Therefore G changes sign on one of the compact sets Aj (1-j-< r). Let it be, for definiteness, Aa. We shall call two points z cl) and z (2) e A~ neighbouring if they can be connected by a segment of a curve (i.e. the continuous image of the segment [0, 1] ~ R), entirely contained in A1, so that on this segment the E-polynomial G does not vanish anywhere with the exception maybe of the points z (~) and z (2). O) (2) (1) Let y , y be two solutions of the system (4) such that x = (eh(YO)), y(1)), X(2)= (eh(y(2)) y(2))E A~ are neighbouring points. Denote by F the union of all curve segments connecting x (~), x (2~, contained in A~ and containing no other solutions of the system (4).
The following argument is taken from Hovanski (1980) . According to the Implicit Function Theorem, the set F is the segment of a smooth curve, connecting x (1), x (2). Besides one can find positive R1,R2eR such that the intersections ~x(,(R1)nAa, ~xe2~(R2) ~ A2 are smooth curve segments. Therefore the points x (1), x ~2) are situated in the interior in (F) of a certain segment P ~ F of a smooth curve.
Denote by $:in(F)~R "+3 the vector field on in(F), defined as follows: for every differentiable function r on R ~+~ its derivative r at the point z e in(F) along the field coincides with the Jacobian of the mapping (PFI, 9 9 ", P,+2, ~) at the point z. It is obvious that the vector field ~: is tangential to in(r) (in particular does not vanish on this set). According to the definition of the field ~: the equality G~ = J~ is valid on in(I'), so that G'~(y)=]1(Y) at every root y of the function G on F. Since Jl#0 at every root of "~ 1 A 2 the system (5), the numbers G'~( x ~ )) = Jl( x ()) # 0 and G~(x (2)) = Jl( x ( )) ~ 0 have different signs, therefore for a certain point w e F the equality J~(w)= 0 is valid, i.e. F contains at least one (null-dimensional) connected component of the variety {Pr~ ..... P,+2 = J~ = 0}. We obtain F ~ T1 # O.
At least one of the following alternatives is true.
1. There exist three solutions x (a), x (2), x (a) ~ Aa of the system (4) such that x ~ # x (2), x (~) # x (3) (but maybe x (~ = x(3)), x (1) and x (z~ are neighbouring points, x ~a~ and x (3) are neighbouring points.
2. One can find two solutions x (n, x (~ ~ At of the system (4) which are neighbouring points and an element y r At ~ {//1. 9 Hm = 0}, such that x ~ and y are neighbouring points.
3. There exists a solution x eAa of the system (4) and points y(n, y(")eAac~ {Ha. 9 9 '. H,, ---0) such that x, y~) are neighboudng points and x, y(2) are neighboudng points.
If the first alternative is true then one can find two points from the set A~ c-, Tt in which the values of E.polynomial G have different signs. If the second alternative is valid then there exist points z (a) ~ Aa c~ TI and z (2~ ~ A~ c~ T2 such that G(z ~t~) = -G(z ~2~) ~ 0 (since the function G has a constant sign on every connected component of the set B). Finally if the third alternative is true then G has different signs at two points of At ~ T~. The lemma is proved.
The Non-standard Extensions
NON-STANDARD ANALYSIS
In this section we shall establish some propositions from section 1 in the case when instead of the field • its "non-standard" extension, containing infinitesimals, is considered. Let us recall for this purpose some facts from non-standard analysis (for details see e.g. Davis, 1977) .
There exists a sequence of ordered fields ~o= R c Rt ~-R2 C 9 9 ' c Rk c. 9 9 in which the field Rk (k-1) contains an element ek > 0 infinitesimally relative to the elements of the field Rk-t (i.e. for every element 0< a ~ ~k-I the inequality ek "( a is true). In addition for every function of n arguments from the field R~-a and taking values in Rk-1 there exists its natural continuation from the space R~_ t to R~ (k-> 1).
Let us consider the language ~k (k-> 0) of first order predicate calculus in which the set of function symbols is in a bijective correspondence with the set of all functions of several arguments from Rk taking values in Rk and the only prediction is the relation "=". We shall say that the closed (i.e. containing no free variables) formula r of the language ~k is true (false) in Rk (k ---0) if the proposition expressed by this formula and applied to elements of the field Nk is true (respectively, false). Then the following "transfer principle" is valid: for all 0-< i<_j the closed formula ~ of the language .Sg~ is true in R~ iff it is true in Rj.
For the proof of the existence of a sequence of fields Ro= ~1C ' ' " with the above mentioned properties see e.g. Davis (1977) .
An element z~ Rk (k--> 1) is called infinitesimal (relative to the elements of the field Rk-t) if for every 0< w ~Rk-llz[ < w (where 1.[ denotes the natural continuation of the function "absolute value" to the field Rk). An element z ~ Rk is called infinitely large, if z = 1/z~, where zt is infinitesimal. If z is not infinitely large, z is called Rk-rfinite.
One can prove (Davis, 1977) that if an element z~Rk (k-> 1) is Rk_~-finite then there exist elements zl ~ Rk-~ and z2 E Rk, where z2 is infinitesimal, such that z = zt + z2. In this case the element zt is called the standard part of the element z (relative to the field Rk-t) and is denoted by z~ = stR~_~(z). If the vector x = (x~,..., x,) ~ g~g and, for 1-i--< n, x~ is Rk-rfinite then let stnk_,(x) = (stRk_,(X~) ..... stn~_~(X~)).
The field Rk (k--~0) is formally real (Lang, 1965) , i.e. the element (-1) cannot be represented as a sum of squares in Rk. For k = 0 this assertion is trivial. It may be expressed by the formula of the language ~o and, therefore is true for k > 0 by virtue of the transfer principle.
In addition Rk (k >---0) is a real dosed field. Indeed, the real closeness of formally real field is equivalent to the existence in it of square roots of positive elements, and the existence of roots from this field of odd degree, one variable polynomials with coefficients from this field. These conditions can be expressed (for polynomials of fixed degree) by a formula of the language ~o, whence the field R = R0 is real closed. According to the transfer principle, this formula is true also over ~k with k > 0, so the field Rk is real closed.
For all k > -1 if an element 0< ek E Rk is infinitesimal relative to the elements of the In the field Rk (k >-0) there is an analogy ~k of the field Q of rationals which is defined as follows. Introduce the function q on R putting q(x) = 1 if x e Q and q(x) = 0 otherwise (i.e. if x E ~\Q). The function q has a natural continuation to the field Rk, which we shall denote also by q. Now define Qk as the subset of all elements z of the field Rk such that the formula q(z)=1 is true. Note that if k>_ 1 then in the field Qk there is an element infinitesimal relative to the elements of the field Qk-~.
E-POLYNOMIALS OVER ~n
Let f be an E-polynomial such that Pf ~ ~ [ U, X1,..., X,,] . The number of connected components of the set A is finite. In addition, as follows from Hovansky (1980) , there exists a function ~:~ ~ N such that this number is bounded from above by the value a(r). So, for an arbitrary number r e N the following statement is valid: for every E-polynomial g of the format r with coefficients from Q there exist numbers Yt,. 9 Ya(~) e R such that y~ is a critical value of the E-polynomial g, or Y2 is a critical value of g, .... or Yc~(~ is a critical value of g and every number y ~ {y~,..., Ya(r)} is a regular value of g. This statement can be expressed by a formula of the language ~0 (a membership in Q is expressed with the help of the function q), therefore, by virtue of the transfer principle, it is true also for all E-polynomials of fixed format with coefficients from Qk-i (k_> 1).
Thus, we proved that the E-polynomial f has a finite number s -0t(r) of critical values in the field Rk-t. Let these be zl,. 9 z~ ~ Rk-1. Consider the formula of the language Lek_~ :
which is false in Rk-1. According to the transfer principle, this formula is false also in [~k, SO that f cannot have in the field Rk critical values different from z~, ..., zs e Rk-~. The lemma is proved.
Let us turn to Lemma 9. For all E-polynomials of a fixed format the assertion of this lemma concerning the solvability of the system F1 ..... F, = F,+~ = 0 and non-degeneration of every root as well as the proposition in the remark to the lemma can be expressed by formula of the language Sgo. Herewith the existential quantifiers for 3' one can treat as an N-member disjunction. According to the transfer principle, Lemma 9 and the remark are true for E-polynomials with coefficients from Qk (for any k---0). ~M,, l<-i<_n+m, n>_4 . Suppose that the rank of the Jacobi matrix of the system/-/1 ..... H,_, = 0 is maximal at every root and for a certain 0 < R e K the inclusion C = {H, .....
The Connected Components of Semi-algebraic Curves
H,_, = 0} ~ ~o(R) is true (therefore C is a smooth curve in/~n). Denote by W the semi-algebraic set defined by (6) 9
Let No=d~ -'. Denote by E; (l~i-<n-3) a family of (N0+l) The following construction is typical in algebraic geometry (see Shafarevich, 1974, section 5, ch. II) .
Consider in algebraic variety L = C • C • C ~-~ c C 3"-~ a subset L, which is a closure in the Zariski topology of the set consisting of the points (a, b, c), a, b ~ C c C n, c ~ C n-~, a # b such that a, b are situated on a line collinear to the vector (c, 1). It is obvious that L, is algebraic subvariety in L. Denote by U a constructive set of points x e C "-t such that there exists a line collinear to (x, 1) and intersecting C at least in two distinct points. Denote by 6o,:L,~ C "-~ a regular mapping, which is the projection operation on the Let M(0 C') .... ,0 (n-3)) = ~.~n_3(0(rl~b3)) . '' ". ~1 (0(1) subspace of the last n -1 coordinates and by ~2: L1 -> C x C the operation of the projection on the subspace of first 2n coordinates. It is obvious that ify ~ C x C, y = (a, b), a ~ b then ~p;l(y) consists of the unique point (a, b, c) where points a, b are situated on the line collinear to (c, 1). Therefore dimc(tp;X(y)) = 0 and according to the Fibre Dimension Theorem (see e.g. Shafarevieh, 1974) , dimc(L1)=2. By definition U= ~I(L1), so dimc(U)-dimc(L1)=2. Therefore, Ur C "-1 and there exists a point z ~ C "-I such that any line collinear to (z, 1) and having non-empty intersection with C, intersects C in the unique point. Besides, from the inequality dima(Un R "-1) <--dimc(U) it follows that a point z can be taken in ~"-~ and even in Qn-~.
Note that the degrees of the varieties (see e.g. Shafarevich, 1974) deg(U) = deg(~l--'~-~l)) deg(L0< d~ -~ where the bar denotes the closure operation in the Zariski topology. Therefore deg(U)< No so among the vectors from ~ there exists a vector 0~U.
Introduce the vector of new variables Y=(Y~,...,Y,) and let H~(Y)= Hk(M-(~(O~X)). Y)
for all 1 -k -n -1. The projection operation of the curve A~(0 ~)) . C' = {H~ = .... -H,_I' = 0} ~ C" on the subspace C "-~ of coordinates Y~,..., Y~_I is injective. Indeed, in the contrary ease there exist two distinct points x, y e ~r c~)) . C which project in the same point i.e. the line containing x, y is collinear to the vector (0,..., 0, 1). 
Then the line containing M'(~(O<~))x, ~(~(0~)). y ~ C is collinear to (
.. Y,)=(Y~,..., Y,-~).
Then the closure ~r(~r ~) of the projection in the Zariski topology is a curve in C "-~ for which one can repeat the considered construction, using the matrix ~r r for an appropriate element 0r As a result the constructive set will be obtained which is the injective image of the curve 7r(~r ~=)) . MI(0 <~)) . C) under the projection on the subset C "-~ to the closure of which we can again apply the described construction (using the matrix ~r ~)) for some 0 r e Ez) and so on. The steps of such kind one can continue until the dimension of the space containing the curve is more than 3. On the last step a curve in C 3 will appear which contains the injective image of ~r162 0~"-3)). C = C 3 under the projection on C z. The lemma is proved.
For a system of equations of a fixed format the assertion of Lemma 12 can be expressed by a formula of the language Ar According to the transfer principle it is also true for systems of equations with coefficients from Q(e~ .... , e~).
THE DEFINITION OF THE CONNECTED COMPONENTS
Let us define a notion of a "connected component of a semi-algebraic set W" when K = Q(el,. 9 ek). Of course it can be done using the usual definition for K = Q and the transfer principle (see e.g. Grigor'ev & Vorobjov, 1988 , where the general case of a semi-algebraic set is considered) but then we shall meet difficulties proving the correctness of an algorithm for finding the connected components. Therefore we shall choose another way and define the connected components of W through an algorithm for its finding.
The following construction is taken from WiJthrich (1976) (see also Collins, 1975 
Sy,( P, Q, p, q, g) = det(My,(P, Q, p, q, g) . (My,(P, Q, p, q, g)) r).
Introduce the following finite set of polynomials:
Cy, PC K[{Y~, Y2
, Y3}\{Y~}] which consists of all polynomial coefficients of all polynomials from P in variable Y~ ;
Ey, P = Cy, P u {Sy,(P, Q, p, q, g) l P, Q ~ (P u (o/o Y~)P), p ~ deg~(P), q -< degy,(O,),
1 -< g -< min{p, q}, where (O/0 Y~)P = {PI P = oQ/o Y~, Q e P};
D~.~P={OjP/OY~[P~P, O<_j<_degy~(P)}.
Let Po = {Q~, .... Q~} for some polynomials
For a family of polynomials P = {h~ ..... hr} ~-K[X~,..., X,] call an algebraic P-cell every non-empty semi-algebraic set of points x e/~" which satisfy the inequalities h~t(x) = 0, hlz(x)>O, h~(x)<0 for all i~I~, i~I2, iaeI3, where I~ I~ I3={1,..., r}.
One can prove (Wiithrich, 1976 ) that in the case K = ~ every algebraic P(Qz, ..., Q~)-cell is also a topological cell (i.e. a subset which is homeomorphic to an open ball of an appropriate dimension). Besides the union of all such sets forms a cell decomposition (in topological sense) of a given algebraic P0-cell. Finally from the construction of Wiithrich (1976) it follows that for algebraic P0-cell U= {g~ ..... 
LEMMA 13. Let K = Q. Let M be a non.singular ( n • n )-matrix with integer elements such that the projection (with the help of operation or1 : •" --> •a, ~q( Y1 .... , in) = (Y1, Y2, II3)) of the curve r C is injective. Let polynomials Q~), RcJ~ ~ Q[ Y1, Y2, Y3] be such that where l<i<-tl, l~j<--t2 and dima(C~ Denote by Q1,...,Qt, 6Q[Y1]u Q[ I"2] u ~[ Y3] all minimal polynomials for first three coordinates of zero-dimension
. , Yn) ), 1 <-i ~ n + m ). Then every connected component of W is of the kind ,.~t -~ . ((,41u'' "uAp)xRln W), where Al (for each l<--i<-p) is (J) 1-dimensional algebraic, P({Q~ , Ru~II~ i _< t~, 1 -j-t:}u{Qill <-i-< t~}) is a cell, ,Air~ -4f § # f~ and for every cell B # A~ (for every i) is valid: ,7iic3 B=~ (the bar denotes the Euclidean closure operation).
PROOF. This is obvious taking into account that all 1-dimensional algebraic P({Q~J), R <j), Q~})-cells are the homeomorphic images of an open interval (0, 1) and injective projection operation of a compact set is a homeomorphism. Besides, since the projection is injective, for every cell U either ~r~(~. C) c~ U = O or ~q(~t. C) ~ U.
For a semi-algebraic set defined in/~" by a system (6) one can introduce the notion of a connected component using Lemma 13. Indeed, in the case K = Q it follows from Wiithdch (1976) the existence of a function 0t:N~N such that for some family of polynomials { Q~J), R (J) 11 <-i <-tx , 1 <-j <-t2} u {Q,I 1 ~ i < t3} satisfying the conditions of (J) Lemma 13, the numbers t~, t2, t3, degy~.y~,r3(Q~ ), degv~.v~.v~(R(~)), degy~.y~.v~(Q~) and also the number of all monomials in polynomials are less than 0t(n + m + d~) (see also Grigor'ev & Vorobjov, 1988) . It follows that there exists a function 0ta: N~,N such that the number of distinct combinations of P({Q~J), R (j), Q~})-cells and therefore the number of all connected components of W ~" Q" is less than 0h(n + m + dO. According to Lemma 13 it implies that one can construct a family of open formulas r ..., ~a~(,+m+d0 of ~0 (in fact even a family of formulas of theory of real closed fields) having two types of free variables. To the first type belong variables X1,..., X, for coordinates of the points of Q" and, to the second type belong variables T1,..., Tq (q < (n+ m)d~) for coefficients of the system (6). After the substitution in ~1 ..... eaz(,+,,+a0 the concrete coefficients of (6) instead of variables T~,..., Tq one obtains a set of formulas each of which defines either the empty set or one connected component of Wc Q", herewith every connected component can be obtained in this way.
The only difficulty which occurs in the construction of the formula ~o~ (1--< i-< 0t(n + m + d~)) with the help of Lemma 13 is the necessity of using the coefficients of a system of inequalities defining C ~ This can be done by introducing for each coefficient in the representation of C ~) a new variable Z~ (l<-j<-~(n + m +dl)), constructing an open formula W(T~, ..., Tq, Z~ .... , Za(,+m § of ~0 defining for the concrete values of variables T~,..., T~ a set of appropriate (for defining C (1)) families of coefficients and using in each formula ~p~ the prefix of the kind VZ~...VZatn+,,+d0 (~" " "). Let K = Q(e~,..., ek). A non-empty semi-algebraic set which is defined by a formula obtained as a result of a substitution in one of the formulas r of coefficients of (6) instead of variables T~,..., T~ we shall call a formal connected component of W.
Let us turn to Lemma 10. For all possible systems of inequalities of the kind (4) of a fixed format the assertion of this lemma can be expressed with the help of a formula of language ~o. Herewith we essentially use the just established possibility to define each formal connected component of a semi-algebraic set W by its individual formula of ~0. The transfer principle implies that Lemma 10 is true also for the systems of the kind (4) with coefficients from K = Q(e~ .... , e~).
FINDING CONNECTED COMPONENTS
Let us proceed to the description of an algorithm which for a system of inequalities (6) Using Grigor'ev & Vorobjov (1988) and Renegar (1988) the algorithm checks the inequality S # ~. If it is true then the algorithm proceeds to considering the next family of vectors else the family {#~*) .... ,8 <'-~)} defines an injective projection.
REMARK. In Renegar (1988) an algorithm is described for deciding consistency of systems of polynomial inequalities with coefficients from Q. However, using the technique from Grigor'ev & Vorobjov (1988) it can be redesigned into an algorithm for finding a representative set for a semi-algebraic set defined by a system of inequalities with coefficients from K = Q(el,..., 8k) (with analogous time bound). After that the algorithm applying the procedure from Chistov & Grigor'ev (1983) to the algebraic variety {Hi ..... H~,_I = 0} =/~" (here the bar means the algebraic closure) decomposes this variety into irreducible over K components and finds among them all having dimension dime equal to 1. Denote the obtained components by Ca,..., Cr.
In Chistov & Grigor'ev (1984) a procedure is described for constructing the projection of an algebraic variety for a wide class of algebraically closed fields. Using this procedure the algorithm finds the projection of the curve ~Jl~t~r C~c/(~ on the subspace /~a of coordinates Yt, Y2, Y3 which is of the kind:
where Q~), R <~> e K[ Y1, II2, Y3], 1 <-i-< tl, 1 ~j---t2. Denote by C Cx3 a semi-algebraic set in /~3 defined by the same formula. It is obvious that the projections of C ~n on 2-dimensional subspaees of/~3 are "nowhere dense sets" (a "non-standard" version of an assertion that a set has dimension 1). Besides C <1) contains the projection on the subspace of coordinates Y~, I"2, Y3 of a curve ~r (1) .... ,0~"-~)). C c K", though may not coincide with this projection.
Using Grigor'ev & Vorobjov (1988) and Renegar (1988) the algorithm constructs a ..... H,-1 = H,. 9 9 9 H,+~ ---0} c As a result representative set for the variety {H~ -' ' ~ /~.
an irreducible over K polynomials Q~ ~ K[YI]u K[Y2]u K[Y3]
will be found, the set of all roots of which contains the first three coordinates of all points of some representative set of this variety. The algorithm constructs a family P({Q~J), R (j), Q~}) and after that, with the help of Grigor'ev (1988) Lemma 1 and Renegar (1988) finds all algebraic p({Q~J), R u), Q~})-cells U~,..., U~ such that (U~ x/~1) c~ (sr 0 ("-3) ). W) ~ ~ for all 1 -< i -< s. Using Grigor'ev & Vorobjov (1988 ), Renegar (1988 the algorithm finds among 1-dimensional cells U1,..., U~ pairs U;,, U~ 2 (1-< i~, i2<-s) such that tJ~n(/~2~O where the bar denotes the replacement in the representation of the cells of strict inequalities by the unstrict. In this case U~, x/( ~, U~:x K ~ are situated in the same formal connected component of sr 0~"-3)). W. This allows us to divide the family of all sets Q~ x/r tI~ x/r into disjunctive classes for each of which the union of contained sets coincides with one of formal connected components of W.
Here the algorithm stops.
Let us make one remark concerning the correctness of the algorithm. In fact the algorithm specifies the given above constructive definition of a formal connected component. The only difference is that in the algorithm the construction of the components is made for one concrete set of coefficients of polynomials QI j), R (J) (1 -< i ~ tl, 1 ~j--< t2), Q~ (1 ---i -< t3) while in the definition we have the universal quantifiers for these coefficients. However, in case K = Q one can prove that for any two appropriate systems of coefficients (i.e. such that polynomials with these coefficients define a 1-dimensional set containing the projection) the corresponding formula for a component defines the same set in Q". According to the transfer principle it is also true for K = Q(ex,..., ek).
Let us estimate the running time of the algorithm. The algorithm begins with the search of the set of all possible systems of vectors {0 (1) not more than No <dl systems of vectors. For each system of vectors the algorithm checks whether S#~ where S is a union of n-3 sets defined by systems of 3n-2 polynomial inequalities with coefficients from K in 2n variables Y1,. 9 Y~,. Herewith the degrees of all polynomials in Y~,..., Y2, are less than d~, in e~,..., Bk--less than d2 and the lengths of the coefficients from Q do not exceed M~ + n log d~. As a result a system of vectors (tg(~),..., 0 ~"-3)) will be found which defines an injective projection on a 3-dimensional subspace. The application of the procedure from Grigor'ev & Vorobjov (1988) and Renegar (1988) 
to S gives the time-bound ff~(M~, (nd~d2)"+k). The total running-time of the algorithm on this stage does not exceed ~(M~, (nd2) "+k, d[ ~+k)
After that the algorithm finds all 1-dimension irreducible over K components C1,..., C~c/~" of the variety {H~=...,H~,_I=0)c/~ ", using Chistov & Grigor'ev (1983) Chistov & Grigor'ev (1982) we have: r<d~, every component C~ (1 -< i--< r) is defined by a system of less than n z . d~ 4" equations having degrees in u Y, less than d 2", in eL,..., ek--less than d2. ~(d ~), the lengths of integer coefficients not more than (M~ + n log d~ + rid2). ~ (d ~) . The time of the construction of these components can be estimated as ~(M1 + n log d~, (d~d2)"+~).
Using the procedure from Chistov & Grigor'ev (1984) the algorithm constructs the projection of the curve [--)x~ C~ ~-/(" on 3-dimensional subspace. The projection is of the kind:
where for polynomials Q}J), R(~)~ K [ Y~, Y~, It3] the following bounds are true:
i<_~(dT~), j<-~(d~).
The time of this construction is polynomial in M~, d~ ~(" § ' -2a"+k
The algorithm produces polynomials Qi (1 ---i -<-t3) in one variable Yj (wherej ~ { 1, 2, 3}) the set of all roots of which contains first three coordinates of all points of a representative set for {H~ ..... H',_~ =H'~...-. H~+,~ ---0}. Herewith t3_< ~(d~), degyj(Q~) < ~(d~), deg ........ ~(Ql) < d2ff~(d~), l(Qi) <-fP (M~, kd2, d~) for all 1 --< i < t~. The running-time of the construction of Q~ does not exceed ff~ (Mt, (d~dz)"+~) .
The degrees and lengths of the integer coefficients of polynomials from the family 
The Description of the Main Algorithm
REDUCTION TO ONE VARIABLE
In this section we shall describe the algorithm for deciding consistency of the system (1), satisfying the bounds (2) (see Introduction) and defining in the space R" the set V (maybe empty).
Introduce the new variable X,+I. Let fk+l =X,+I "fkz+a.''" .fk--1, fk+2 =--fk+l and consider the system of inequalities fl >-_0 .... ,A, >-0, A,+I _>0 .... ,A >-0, A+, >-0, A+2->0
defining the set V'cR "+~. It is obvious that V=~r(V'), where ~r denotes the linear projection defined by the formula fr(X1,..., X,+x)= (X1 .... , X,) and therefore it is sufficient to decide the consistency of the system (7). With the help of Grigor'ev & Vorobjov (1988) the algorithm checks the solvability of the system of polynomial inequalities P~>-O .... , Pfk+2>-O, U = 1, h =0 and in the case of solvability stops.
Let an element 0 < el ~ G1 c R1 be infinitesimal relative to the elements of the field R. Consider the system of inequalities:
defining in the space R~ the set V~ 1. Let us prove that the set V'~O iff V~, #~. Let U ---{f~ + el > 0 & 9 9 ' &fk+2+ el > 0), g = I-[i (f~ + ~) -~+2 and let x ~ V'. Then it is obvious that for every 1 -<j--< k+2 j~(x) + s~ > 0 (since V'~ U) and g(x) > O.
Let x'e (a V')c V', where OV' is the boundary (in the Euclidean topology of the space ~"+t) of the set V'. Consider the ball ~,(r'), where r' = rain{0 < r ~ R1[ ~,) r U}. Then the inclusion ~(~,~ .. &fk+2+el>--O) is valid. Choose a point y~ (~,(~') c~ ( O\ u)).
For every non-empty set U, = {gt > 0 &... & gl > 0}, where gj (1 --<j _< l) are E-polynomials with coefficients from the field G, for every point z a ~U, and for every 0 < a ~ R there exists a number 0<13 ~ such that for each point w~(/3)nU, the inequality I'[l-~j~ gj(w) < a is valid. For E-polynomials gj of fixed format this proposition is obvious and can be expressed by a formula of the language -~o. According to the transfer principle it remains true also over R~, (m~0).
In particular, there exists 0 </3' ~ Rx, such that for every point w ~ ~y(fl') the inequality g(w) <0 is true. Therefore there exists a point y'E ~x,(r')c~ U, such that g(y')<0. It follows that in the ball ~x,(r')c~U~U one can find two points x',y' at which the E-polynomial g takes different signs. It follows from the corresponding theorem over the field R and the transfer principle, that g vanishes at a certain point of this ball i.e. in the set U. Therefore, the set V~, # 0.
Now let x E V~,. Let us prove that stR(x) e V'. Suppose that for a certain 1 -io -< k + 2 the inequality f~(stR(x))<0 is true. Then one can find numbers 0< rl, r2~ R such that ~,t,(x)(rl) ~ {f~ < -r2}. The latter inclusion can be expressed by a formula of the language ~o, therefore it is valid also in the space R ~+1, in particular x ~ {f~ < -r2}, this contradicts the inequality f~(x) + ex > 0.
Thus it is sufficient to decide the consistency of the system (8).
Introduce a new variable X,+2 and consider in the space R~ +~ the set
where the E-polynomial P = P]+ (e h -U)2+ (X,+2 ( 
. , X,+I).
Suppose that for a certain point xe V~, the equality h(x)=0 is valid.
Then, as was proved above, stn(x)E V' and besides h(stR(x))=0. This contradicts the supposed unsolvability of the system of inequalities P/i -0,. , Pf~+~-> 0, U = 1, h = 0.
Thus for every x e V~, the equation (X,+2((1-U)2+ h2(x))-li ~ is solvable in R ~.
Let the element 0<e2eQ2=R2 be infinitesimal relative to the elements of R1. (defining" ~,+3 m ~1 the set V ~ is consistent. The assertion about consistency of this system can be expressed by a formula of the language ~1 so that, according to the transfer r~,,+3 i.e. V O) # ~. principle, the system is consistent also in the space o~ Note that {f = Pr~+~,.. 9 9 Pf~ § = 0} = ~3. Let the element 0 < ea ~ ~ = ~3 be infinitesimal relative to R~. Then the set {f = e3} ~o(R) ~ R~+~ for a certain element 0< R e R3. Indeed, suppose that there exists a point x = (u, xl,..., x,+3) e R~+~ such that the element (u2+~,+a x 2) ~ R3 is infinitely large relative to ~ and f(x) = s3. Then the value of the term (e h -U)2+Y~l~,+3 X~2+
(e h --(~2)-1) 2 in the expression for f at the point x is infinitely large relative to R2 and the values of all other terms are non-negative. Therefore, the element f(x) = e3 is infinitely large relative to ~2, and we obtain a contradiction, so for R we can take any element infinitely large relative to R2.
Let V ~ = {Pf,+~, > 0 &. 9 9 & P:~+~+~, > 0 &f = e3} ~ ~+4. The set V (3) # 12 iff V (2) # ~.
Indeed if x~ V(3)= ~+4 then, as was just proved, the standard part stn~(x)~ ~+* is defined, andf(sta~(x)) = 0. In addition for every 1 -<] ~ k + 2 the inequality P~+,, (sta~(x)) __. 0 is true. Since {f= Ps,+,, 9 " " '. Py~ § = 0} = ~ the strict inequality Pjj+~,(st,:(x)) > 0 is valid, so that stR2(x) e V (2). If x e V (2) then from the conditions f(y) > 0 for every y E ~+4, and f~0, it follows that for every element 0< a ~2 the ball ~x(a)= R~ +4 contains a root z of the E-polynomial f-e 3. In particular, one can find a root, satisfying all inequalities Ps~+~, > 0.
It is obvious that Pf~Q(el, e2, e3) a certain point (u, xl,. .., x,+3) ~ R~ +4 the equality h(Xl, ..., x,) = 0 is valid then Pc(l, u, x~ .... , x, , +3) ~ O. It follows that if for a point (Yo, Y~, 9 .., Yn+3) the equality h(y~ .... ,3,,)=0 is true then Py-,3(1, yo,...,Y,+3)#0. Indeed, suppose that Ps--,~(1, Yo,..., y,+3) ----0. Then the vector (Yo, 9 9 9 Y~+3) E~ +4 is a root of the equation f= e3 and, as was just proved, the coordinates of the vector cannot be infinitely large relative to ~2 so that the values stR2(yj) (1 ~j-< n +3) are defined. We have: 0 = stu:(Py_,~(1, yo ..... Y,+3)) = sta~(Pf(1, y0, 9 9 9 Y,+3)) = P:(1, sta~(yo),..., sta~(y,+3)).
Analogously, we have: 0 = h(sta~(yl) .... , stR~(y,)) -a contradiction.
The algorithm looks over all the vectors 5 ,= (72,..., 3,+4) e 2~"+3, where 1 --< %-N~, 9 y~ = ('y~)", 'y~ e Z, N1 = 2(18kd(n +4)) ~"+5). For every vector Y the algorithm constructs a corresponding non-singular matrix ~ (see the assertion of Lemma 9) and considers the system of equations Fx ..... Let an element 0 < e4~ Q4 c R4 be infinitesimal relative to Ra. Introduce one more new variable Y,+a and let P,+a = ~.i-~,+8 y2 + U 2 _ (e4)-1. All roots of the system of equations P~,) ..... (where G= U2-e h(~-'Y) ) lie in the ball ~o(e~l). In addition the Jacobi matrix of P~,, ..... PFr = P,+7 = P,+8 = 0 has a maximal rank at each of its roots. Indeed the rank is, obviously, maximal at each root with coordinate Y,+8 # 0. Consider the root y = (u, Yl, ..., 3, +7, 0) . The point yO) = (u, Yl, Yn+7) satisfies the system P~. ..... P~.~_.+s = P.+7 = ~"l~i~n+7 Y~+ U22 -~re4:a-I = 0. Consider the system P#,,,) ..... P~(2+)~ =/'.+7 = ~_<~.+7 Y~ + U2. -R = 0 for a certain 0 < R e R4. Every root of this system at which its Jacobian vanishes is a critical point of the polynomial . . . pp(l) __ n ~1~.+7 Y~ + U~ on a smooth variety {P~,I = = _~, § r.+z = 0} and R is its critical value. But all critical values of polynomials with coefficients from Rs on the varieties defined by polynomials with coefficients from Rs are contained in Rs (cf. Lemma 11). Therefore at the root y(i) the Jacobian does not vanish and the rank of the Jacobi matrix of P~,) ..... PF(.~, ---Pn+7 = P.+s = 0 is maximal at y. It follows that the system of inequalities defining the set V (~) satisfies all conditions of Lemma 10 (in the "non-standard" modification).
PFt~=P,t+7=G=O
Consider the following semi-algebraic sets in the space R~ +9 : The algorithm applies the procedure from section 3 to the set A. As a result all formal connected components A~,..., A~ will be produced.
After that the algorithm, using Grigor'ev & Vorobjov (1988) and Renegar (1988) finds a finite representative set 3-~ for the set B1 and a finite representative set 3"2 for B=.
The procedure from Grigor'ev & Vorobjov (1988) produces the elements of the set 31 w 3-2 in the following form. For every point y ---(u2, y~ ..... Y,+s) r 3-1 w 3"2 the irreducible over Q(el, e2, s3, Sa) polynomial P e Q (el, s2, e3, e4) [Z] is constructed and also the expressions ~/, ~l,...,~,+seO (ei,e2, es, ea) [Z] so that for a certain root 0o of the polynomial r the equality y-07(00), $~(0o),..., ~,+s (00) The algorithm makes this work with the help of Newton diagrams (see, e.g. Shafarevich, 1974) . The element a is considered at the beginning as a Puiseux series in e4 with coefficients from the field ~) and with the help of a Newton diagram the lowest term a4. e~', is found, where the element a~~)
is defined as a root of a polynomial with coefficients from the field Q(e~, e~, e~). Farther on, the lowest term a~. e~ of the series a4 in e3 with coefficients from ~) is found and so on. Therefore, the lowest term ofthe Puiseux series a in e~, ~, e3, e, is of the kind: aa. e~'. e~. e~ ~ . e~', where a a ~ Q.
As a result of the application of this procedure, the lowest terms of the series ~7(0), r/(0) -1, h'(0) for all possible roots 0 of 9 will be found. Let us write down all these terms: ~. ~i ') . e~ ~''' . e~ "~ . e4~",..., a ~> . ef ~') . e~". e~'. ~'. 4. 9 = 0, g~ -> 0,..., g~ --> 0, T1 > e~', 0 < h'< s~' (1 -< i ---< 4, if the corresponding At exists). These three systems cover all possibilities where the positive element 7/(~0) is infinitely large relative to the element h'(0o). In general, the element e~' ~ Q(ex, ez, ca, e~), but it is obvious that every system is equivalent to a system with coefficients from ~(e~, ~, ~3, e4). The consistency of any system implies G(y)> O. 9 -" era +...(where ~r-~) be expansions of the elements *1 (00), h'(00) in Puiseux series in e~. Then it is sufficient
to prove the mequahty e r' < exp(ed / ), where the left part is the upper bound of the series ,1 (Oo) and the right part is the lower bound of e h'(Oo) " There exists a natural number ao (depending on v~ n, v(2 *)) such that the assertion is true: "For evey a, < a e ~ is valid: For a fixed 1 -i-< 4 (if the corresponding A~ and p~ exist) the (5 -i)th of these systems answer the case when the elements ~7 (0o), e h'(~ are infinitesimal relative to R~-I and are not infinitesimal relative to R~. If one of these systems is solvable then G(y)> 0 (the proof is similar to the preceding one).
7. dp = O, g~ >-0,..., g~ >--O, 7 :1 > e~,, h' < -e~' (1 -< i ~ 4, if At and pr exist). These systems cover all possibilities when the element e h'(%) is infinitesimal relative to 71 (0o). In the case of consistency of one of the systems the inequality G(y) > 0 is valid. In Waldschmidt (1978) the following bounds are obtained:
In ~'+ln In r /1 le f3 --{:gl > expf--24~ expl/3{-~t-e))( 10{ 1 ~-I~ Vn 7--Tn=V~ t ,] j. We shall call the height of an algebraic element 3' ~ ~) the largest absolute value of a coefficient of the irreducible primitive polynomial having y as a root.
Suppose that the degrees of each element a' and /3' (i.e. degz(q~)=degz(ffa), degz(q~) = degz(ff2)) do not exceed tre N, their heights do not exceed r ~ N [6~, 62, 83, 84] and degn,.~.~:,(~), deg~.~.a~.~4(~2)-< ~.
For algebraic numbers of a fixed degree a', inequality (10) can be expressed in the following way: Let us now find a number to ~ Q such that I e~ -ml < ~/2. The remainder term in the expansion of e '~ in Taylor series is equal (in absolute value) to (la, d'+l/(t+l) PROOF. Let c = (~" + 27) -2'2~'6(f~n ,1+ rtn In "1).
Then according to the inequality (9), [e ~ -a[ > c > 0. Applying to the numbers/3 ~ Q and 8 = c/3 ~ Q the algorithm from Lemma 14, we shall find a rational number to such that [e ~ -to[ < 8 within the time not exceeding ~(cr 6 log r, -log c, m). After that, using e.g. Heindel (1971) , let us compute r Q, such that la-o~'1 < e/3, within the time ~(cr, log z, -log c). Now the sign of the number a -e a coincides with the sign of the number oJ'-oJ, which can be found within the total time ~(o', log r, -log c, m). Using the expression for c we obtain the following bound for the running time of the algorithm: ~(o', log % m).
THE SIGN OF G(y): FINAL STAGE
Let us finish the description of the main algorithm, analysing the case (b) . Before that, however, the following non-algorithmical routine work should be done.
The logarithm of the height r of the numbers /3 =sta(h'(0o)), a =sta(~7(00)), for the root 0o of r does not exceed ~(M, (nkd) n) (see section 4.8 below). One must find a specific polynomial p ~ Z[Z1, Z2] such that "r-< 2 p(M'{nkd)')= 'r 1 .
The algorithm finds the natural number ~' 2 which is the nearest power of 2 above ~' and checks with the help of e.g. Heidel (1971) if the inequality fl > log ~-z is valid. If this inequality is true then/3 > log ~' > log ~]/log e = In 0-~ >_ In ~-. Therefore, in this case, e a > ~'.
On the other hand, a = sta(~7 (0o)) ---~" and so e # > a. It follows that e h'(Oo) > ~7 (Oo) i.e. ~(y) < 0.
If the algorithm had determined that the inequality/3 ~< log z2 is valid then/3 _ log v~ + 1. After that the algorithm applies the procedure from Lemma 15 to the numbers a and/3.
As a result the sign of the value G(y) will be found within the time polynomial in log ~-~.
Thus, for each root 0o of the polynomial ~P such that y = (~?(0o), ~:1(0o), 9 9 9 ~,+8(0o)) r~ w ~-~ the sign of the element G(y) will be determined and a formal connected component of A containing y will be indicated. If on at least one of them the function G changes sign then the system (1) , and deg~,, ~2, ~3, ,,(p~l)) < (k+ 2)(n + 6) 2, (2) deg~,.~2.,~,~,(pj )<3(n+4).
The lengths of the coefficients l(pJl)), l(pJ2)) <-~(log(kd)nM).
Then the algorithm decomposes the semi-algebraic set A into formal connected components, using procedure from section 3, As a result not more than ~((d')"~) "< ~((kdn) "~) 
--~ ( ( kdn ) "a) , l ( ~ ) "< ~ ( M, ( kdn ) "').
The time of constructing the components does not exceed ff~ (M, (knd) 
"').
After that the algorithm, using Grigor'ev & Vorobjov (1988) and Renegar (1988) , finds a finite representative set ~'~ for the set B~ and a finite representative set ff: for B2 (see section 4.1).
Let Bj={ori>-0&" ' &Orp~0}, where je{1,2}, crx~Q (e~, e2, e3, e4) 
(1) (2) .< kind or x /0" x where o" x , cr g eQ [el, e2, e3,e4] , deg~t.~.~3.~4(crx ), deg~,ez.~3,,4(o'x )-(k + 2)(n + 8) 3 and l(~r~>), l(cr~ 2)) <_ ~(log(kd)nM).
As a result of the algorithm's work on this stage for every point y ~ ~1 u Y2 a polynomial 9 ~Q [el, e2, e3, 84] [Z] and expressions ~1, ~:l,..., ~:,+s~Q [el, 52, e3, 84] [Z] will be found. Herewith the number of elements in ~-1 u ~r2 does not exceed ~ ((nkd)" ); degz (r/), degz(~i)<degz(gP)<-~ ((nkd)") ; deg~t,~2.B~,~4(r/), deg~,,,2.~3,~4(~i), degB~,~2,~3,~4(~) ~ ~((nkd)"); l(~), l(~), /(~:,) <--~(M, (nkd)~), 1 <-i <~ n + 8.
The time of constructing the polynomials qb,~,~l,...,sc,+s does not exceed ~ (M, (nkd)") .
The remaining part of the algorithm deals with polynomials in one variable. As auxiliary procedures it uses the algorithm from Ben-Or et al. (1986) and the Newton diagrams method (Shafarevich, 1974) , which have polynomial complexity. Besides, the procedure from Lemma 15 is used. Therefore the running time of the algorithm in this part is polynomial in lengths of the descriptions of polynomials ~, T/, sc~,..., ~:,+s, in the number of different polynomials of such kind and also in the number and the lengths of the descriptions of the cells which form the formal connected components of A. Therefore the total running time of the algorithm is bounded by the value ~(M, (nkd)"').
The theorem is proved.
